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Abstract—Poorly specified smart contracts can be vulnerable to
attacks on faulty design. Formal methods are currently unable to
address these vulnerabilities because they are not vulnerabilities
of incorrect code, but of incorrect specification. We are thus
in need of a paradigm shift in how we specify and verify
smart contracts which allows for a rigorous and accurate notion
of a contract specification’s correctness. We submit that cor-
rectness includes appropriate cryptoeconomic behaviors, which
are generally out of scope of a contract’s specification. We
advocate for an approach to contract specification consisting of
contract axiomatization and metaspecification, and illustrate with
an example.

Index Terms—Formal verification, formal specification, smart
contract specification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Poorly specified smart contracts can be vulnerable to attacks
on faulty design [44]. Examples of such attacks, typically
targeting poor economic or governance design, are alarmingly
common, costing the equivalent of billions of US dollars in
cryptocurrency losses each year [12], [73].

The nature of these attacks means that they are rarely
targeted by formal methods, as faulty smart contracts can be
correct, only with regards to a faulty specification [15], [53].
Furthermore, many vulnerabilities relating to poor economic or
governance design are out of scope of a specification [20]. So,
while specifications attempt to target these properties, formal
verification engineers can only make informal arguments to
justify many design choices as correctly capturing the intended
properties and behaviors of the smart contract in question.

We are thus in need of a paradigm shift in how we specify
and verify smart contracts which allows for a rigorous and
accurate notion of a contract specification’s correctness, espe-
cially with regards to properties intended by it, but ultimately
out of its scope. We advocate for an approach to formal
contract specification with interactive theorem provers (ITPs),
consisting of axiomatization and metaspecification.

First, we note that for ITP-based verification, a complete
specification forms the basis for an axiomatized theory. This
is because a specification is a set of propositions which char-
acterize a contract’s design and structure. We can thus state
these propositions as a specification and study the behavior of
arbitrary contracts satisfying that specification. Importantly, to
reduce the burden of verifying any given contract, specifica-
tions should be minimal [66]. This is contract axiomatization.

From there we formally study the implications of a contract
specification via a metaspecification. The metaspecification is

to a specification what a specification is to an implementation.
It consists of meta properties, which are properties intended
by, but out of scope of, the contract specification, as well
as desired properties of the specification itself. For example,
we might include desired high-level (e.g. cryptoeconomic)
properties of a smart contract, or properties of a specification
like consistency or completeness [21]. A contract specifica-
tion’s correctness, then, depends on whether it conforms to its
metaspecification.

We make the specification-metaspecification distinction be-
cause the cost of formally verifying software can already be
prohibitive, and we wish to address issues of poor specification
in formal methods without unnecessarily augmenting the bur-
den of verification on any given smart contract. By treating the
specification as a contract axiomatization, we keep it minimal
while expanding the formal study of smart contract behavior,
adding to the security guarantees of formal methods without
increasing the burden of verifying a specific implementation
once the specification is formalized.

We present an initial framework of axiomatization and
metaspecification within ConCert [7], a Coq-based formal
verification tool which models the execution semantics of
third-generation blockchains and has custom Coq tactics for
proving contract invariants. The framework we propose is able
to incorporate properties of specifications in a way not previ-
ously done because ConCert models the execution semantics
of smart contracts within a formal model of a blockchain.
While it is possible to do similar analysis within other formal
settings, without the semantics of the underlying blockchain
formalized, we argue that any efforts to do so will eventually
encounter theoretical limits.

We proceed as follows. In Section II, we give historical
context to this problem and discuss related work. In Section
III, we discuss the problem of correct specification. In Section
IV we discuss our proposed framework of contract axiomatiza-
tion and metaspecification. In Section V, we illustrate with an
example financial smart contract. In Section VI, we justify this
paradigm as a solution to our issue of (in)correct specification.
In Section VII, we discuss limitations and future work. In
Section VIII, we conclude.

II. RELATED WORK

Limitations of formal methods are well-established [27],
[44], [60]. We know that formal methods cannot guarantee
perfect software [35], in part because of theoretical limits of a



causal model of a physical process [13], [26]. As such, formal
methods should be used in conjunction with other techniques
to ensure software security which compensate for limitations
inherent to formal methods [14], [37].

Design and formation of a specification has long been
considered in the domain of informal techniques, out of the
bounds of formal methods [33], [44]. The literature rightly
points out that the infrastructure required to reason about
software specification is vast. In order to reason about a
specification’s correctness, one must have a formal model of
its execution model and—intractibly for most software—the
social and ecological environment in which that software
operates and executes, consisting of different types of users
as well as society and the natural environment around them
[44]. The limitation of formal methods due to the difficulty of
forming a correct specification has been long recognized [33].

Even so, there have been efforts of varying formality to
address the issue of (in)correct specification. Firstly, it is
often argued that formalizing a specification alone, due to the
precision required, helps ensure a specification’s correctness
by clarifying details and preventing inconsistencies [14], [47].
Specification languages are also frequently designed to target
certain domain-specific properties in order to ease the transla-
tion between prose and formal specification [61].

There is also emerging work which attempts to formally
justify the correctness of a contract specification. For example,
one study tests the strength of a contract specification by
mutation testing to identify any pathological yet correct (per
the specification) behavior of Ethereum smart contracts [54].
Similarly, the developers of a formally verified stablecoin,
Djed, used techniques such as mutation and unit testing to
identify potentially pathological behavior of the specification.
They then targeted these behaviors with formal verification, in
Isabelle and using SMT solvers, to justify the robustness of
the contract specification [70].

These are good examples of developers considering the
correctness of their specifications, but crucially the properties
they proved about these specifications are articulated and
proved ad hoc. Testing and intuition ground the conceptual
framework from which they derive the results to be proved. In
particular, they are not derived systematically via a theory of
some kind. Without a systematic framework, one has no notion
of completeness—whether the propositions proved about a
specification are sufficient to guarantee it to be correct.

Finally, there are some verification efforts which take a
stronger theoretical approach to smart contract specifications,
but these do not reason about deployable or executable
code. Consulting and auditing firms such as Gauntlet [2]
and 20squares [1] perform statistical, economic, and game-
theoretic analysis on contract specifications [11], [32], but
crucially such analyses are not present in any setting of formal
verification.

Our work is to lay the theoretical foundations for a sys-
tematic framework, that can evaluate the correctness of a
smart contract specification based on cryptoeconomic analysis,
and which brings a high-level approach of cryptoeconomic

reasoning into a setting of verification on contracts which
can be deployed and executed. The purpose of this work is
to improve the efficacy of formal methods against attacks
on poor cryptoeconomic design. We do so in ConCert, a
Coq-based tool for smart contract verification which models
the execution semantics of third-generation blockchains [7]
and features verified extraction to multiple third-generation
blockchains [6].

Because ConCert models the execution semantics of a
blockchain in an ITP, it is a particularly strong choice for
reasoning about the properties of contract specifications. In
particular, we argue that it is possible to embed a cryptoe-
conomic theory into ConCert with which one can reason,
from first principles, about smart contract behavior and derive
properties of the contract metaspecification.

III. THE PROBLEM OF (IN)CORRECT SPECIFICATION

Contract specifications almost never feature economic prop-
erties, despite the fact that the primary use case for smart
contracts is as economic or financial infrastructure. Instead,
the specifier goes through an informal translation process from
a high-level, informal business or economic specification into
a technical specification [62]. This informal process can be
erroneous, resulting in a specification that fails to capture
the intended cryptoeconomic properties and contract behav-
iors—in other words, an incorrect specification.

Consider the specification of an automated market maker
(AMM). From its inception, its design is to facilitate an
efficient market, with efficient price discovery [18]. Bonding
curves, e.g. the first and most fundamental

xy = k, (1)

were put forward from classical economics as having desirable
market properties. However, reading through the specification
of an AMM—take for example Dexter2 [8], a Tezos-based
AMM, its formal counterparts [19], [41], [49], or a generic
formal specification for AMMs using the bonding curve (1)
[72]—does little to convince us that the resulting smart
contracts do indeed exhibit the desired high-level, economic
properties of an efficient market-maker.

This is because contract specifications tend to be low-
level in nature, focusing on contract interface, storage, and
functional descriptions of entrypoint functions. High-level,
cryptoeconomic properties are assumed to emerge from the
specification, but they are difficult to formally justify. For some
examples of such properties, properly incentivizing liquidity
providers with fees, without disrupting other cryptoeconomic
features of the AMM, is a highly complex topic [4], [25],
[28], [29], [36], and not at all obvious to be correct from a
typical contract specification. Indeed, assurances of desirable
cryptoeconomic behavior for AMMs using the bonding curve
(1) were largely provided after the original Uniswap contracts
were specified and deployed, e.g. in [5].

We can see that smart contract developers ubiquitously
use an informal translation process, from high-level cryp-
toeconomic or business logic to a technical specification,



to specify their smart contracts. In contrast to Uniswap, a
resounding success, many instances of contract specification
result in catastrophic losses due to incorrect design. Examples
include Beanstalk [24], Mango Markets [46], [56], the Spartan
Protocol [17], [40], Pancake Bunny [16], [34], [38], [50], and
a seemingly countless stream of others [12], [73].

Frustratingly, aside from the benefits of producing a formal
specification, formal methods are of limited use to resolve
these vulnerabilities because they are not vulnerabilities of
incorrect code, but of incorrect specification. Since formal
methods are an important avenue toward high-assurance soft-
ware, and are of particular relevance to smart contracts due
to contract immutability [11], [62], we are in need of a
paradigm shift in how we specify and verify smart contracts
in order to adequately address vulnerabilities due to incorrect
specification.

Our goal in this and future work is to develop rigorous
tools for reasoning about the correctness of smart contract
specifications in an ITP-based formal setting. In this paper,
we will focus on this problem as it relates to a contract’s
cryptoeconomic properties. We call a contract specification
correct if any contract satisfying that specification also exhibits
the associated and desired cryptoeconomic properties. The
framework that we put forward is one of contract axioma-
tization and metaspecification.

IV. CONTRACT AXIOMATIZATION AND
METASPECIFICATION

The essential idea of contract axiomatization and metaspec-
ification is to specify a contract’s essential features in its spec-
ification (a contract axiomatization) and then to formally study
the implications, cryptoeconomic or otherwise, of that spec-
ification via the metaspecification. This isolates the minimal
conditions that must be true of a contract from the properties
and behaviors that necessarily follow, emulating mathematical
reasoning. Importantly, this allows us to minimize the size
of a contract specification, and thus the burden of formally
verifying any particular implementation, while improving our
understanding of that contract’s cryptoeconomic behavior.
Formal specifications remain low-level and technical in nature,
but through the metaspecification we are able to express and
reason about the high-level, cryptoeconomic properties of the
specification.

A. Contract Axiomatization

An effective specification abstracts the essential pieces of
a contract’s design and interface. It should be consistent
(unambiguous) and complete (fully descriptive of contract
behavior) [21], [66]. In particular, we should be able to deduce
the outputs of any contract call by the specification, given the
inputs. If it is well-defined in an ITP, a formal specification
should be able to be stated as a predicate on smart contracts.
In ConCert, the contract type is parameterized by a contract’s
setup, message, state, and error types, and a specification S

then has the following form:

S : forall (C : Contract Setup Msg State

Error), Prop.

The art of specification holds a tension between saying
enough, so that implementers do not choose unacceptable
implementations, and not saying too much, which can limit the
design freedom of the implementer [66]. From the perspective
of formal methods, there is further pressure to make the
specification as concise as possible, since formal verification
is difficult and costly due to the expertise required [67].

For ITP-based verification, we can see right away that a
specification, a list of propositions we might hope to prove
about a particular implementation, mimics the practice of
axiomatization in mathematical theories [45]. For example,
in mathematics a group is defined by a set of axioms: it
is a set, with an associative operation, an identity element,
and inverses [71]. Given a set with an operation, one can
prove or disprove whether or not that set conforms to the
axioms of a group by proving the operation to be associative,
demonstrating inverses, and producing the identity.

We can make an analogy, where the axioms defining a group
are the analogue to a specification, and any particular group
is analogous to a specification-compliant implementation. In-
deed, in ITP-based verification, these are in actuality the same
practice: a specification is a list of propositions (axioms),
and an implementation is a well-defined mathematical object
which may or may not satisfy those propositions.

We might, then, resolve the tension of specification in
an ITP-based formal setting as mathematicians do: study,
refine, and minimize the required axioms (specification) by
proving theorems about the axioms and studying their formal
implications. For this, we have the metaspecification.

B. Metaspecification

Given a specification, its metaspecification is a set of prop-
erties either of the specification itself or of the implications
of that specification. They are typically properties intended
by, but out of scope of, the specification—hence their name
meta properties. For example, one can prove the specification
to be consistent by providing a specification-compliant imple-
mentation [66]. Proving completeness is more nuanced, as we
need to justify that the specification (axiomatization) correctly
captures the intended behaviors.

To do so, we study the implications of a specification.
Given a specification S, stated as a predicate on contracts,
we consider an arbitrary contract C and a proof

C_conforms_to_S : S(C).

By assuming only the witness C_conforms_to_S in our con-
text, any theorems we prove apply to all contracts satisfying
the specification S.

A specification’s correctness depends on whether it actually
exhibits the intended meta properties. As we will see by
example in the upcoming section, a metaspecification can
include desired, high-level cryptoeconomic properties. Impor-
tantly, proving properties via the metaspecification does not



add to the burden of verifying any given implementation, since
by definition contracts conforming to a correct specification
automatically inherit all the properties of the metaspecification.

For example, consider the standard specification of an
ERC20 token contract [51], [63], which defines contract
storage, interface, and functionality for a basic token contract.
In addition to this standard, every token contract has an as-
sociated tokenomics, which includes rules governing minting,
burning, token issuance or buy-backs, maximum supply, etc
[30]. A token contract’s tokenomics are essential to its correct
functionality, since tokens typically attempt to capture value
of some kind or regulate the functionality of some other smart
contract, e.g. the governance tokens for a DAO [65], or the LP
tokens for an AMM [68].

Within the framework of axiomatization and metaspecifica-
tion, we can study a token contract specification by formalizing
it as a predicate P on contracts and then stating and proving
properties relevant to its tokenomics. The specification mini-
mally includes specific rules governing minting and burning,
including a maximum supply of tokens (if any). The metaspec-
ification then might include some set of game-theoretic or
incentive-based rules governing minting and burning hold, e.g.
as articulated in [9], proving that the token contract conforms
to some given tokenomics. Since the specification languages
for ITP-based verification can state arbitrary properties, in
principle we could state and attempt to prove anything we
wish [55].

Indeed, we might wish to formalize a theory of DeFi and
AMMs, a formal counterpart of previous work on the subject
by Bartoletti et al. [10] and Angeris et al. [5]. Bartoletti et
al. formally derive and prove desirable, high-level, economic
properties of AMMs via a labelled state transition system. This
work targets the so-called arbitrage problem, formally proving
that the pricing functions of Uniswap-style AMMs respond,
from an economic point of view, appropriately to market
actions by rational arbitrageurs. In particular, this is a property
explicitly aimed for by the earliest AMM specifications (e.g.
[18]) for the sake of market efficiency, but to our knowledge
has never actually featured in an AMM’s specification.

By way of an illustrating example in the following sec-
tion, our argument is that ITP-based formal methods should
consider smart contracts analogously to axiomatized, math-
ematical objects. Returning to the mathematical analogy, in
mathematics, like in formal specification, a set of axioms
must be consistent, in that they do not imply a contradiction,
and complete, in that they correctly characterize the intended
mathematical phenomenon [52]. That the group axioms are
correct is confirmed by the emergent behavior of groups,
explored mathematically through the resulting theory. Im-
portantly, the axioms of groups were carefully chosen to
say enough to capture the intended mathematical structure
without overspecifying—precisely the same tension exhibited
in specification. To this end we proceed with an example of a
formalized AMM specification and metaspecification.

V. EXAMPLE: FORMALIZING STRUCTURED POOLS

We illustrate the process and utility of axiomatization and
metaspecification with a specific AMM contract. We have
formalized1 the specification and metaspecification of a struc-
tured pool contract [57], an AMM designed to pool and
trade tokenized carbon credits [58]. We also verify the formal
specification to be correct with regards to a metaspecification
consisting of cryptoeconomic properties. Aside from show-
ing the AMM specification to exhibit desirable, high-level
cryptoeconomic properties, we also show that parts of the
formal specification can only be derived in reference to the
metaspecification.

A. The Formal Specification, or Contract Axiomatization

The structured pool specification, given in mathematically
precise detail in [57], is an AMM specification split in three
parts: contract storage, interface, and entrypoint functions. The
first two are type specifications, which we handle in Coq
by way of typeclasses. The last are functional specifications,
which we can write using pre- and post-conditions. The formal
specification can then be summarized into a predicate on an
arbitrary contract C,

is_structured_pool : forall C, Prop.

A proof of is_structured_pool indicates that the storage,
interface, and entrypoint functions of C all conform to the
specification.

1) Storage: According to the specification, contract storage
must contain the following data: exchange rates for each
constituent token (used for pooling and trading rates), the
quantity of each token held in the pool, the address of the pool
token contract, and the number of outstanding pool tokens. We
can specify this by using a Coq typeclass, requiring that the
storage type of a structured pool contract have functions which
reveal each of these data points.

Class State_Spec (T : Type) := {
(* the exchange rates *)
stor_rates : T → FMap token exchange_rate ;
(* token balances *)
stor_tokens_held : T → FMap token N ;
(* pool token data *)
stor_pool_token : T → token ;
(* number of outstanding pool tokens *)
stor_outstanding_tokens : T → N ;

}.

Listing 1. The formal typeclass characterizing the storage type.

2) Interface: The interface consists of at least three en-
trypoints: POOL, UNPOOL, and TRADE. These are for pooling
liquidity, withdrawing (unpooling) liquidity, and trading indi-
vidual carbon credits, respectively. We formalize the payload
data for each entrypoint into three types:

• pool_data, the payload type for POOL,
• unpool_data, the payload type for UNPOOL,
• trade_data, the payload type for TRADE, and

1For the full formalization, see https://tinyurl.com/fincert-structured-pool.



• other_entrypoint, an abstract type representing one,
many, or no additional entrypoints.

The typeclass characterizing the interface then requires that
each of these types are legitimate payload types.

Class Msg_Spec (T : Type) :=
build_msg_spec {
pool : pool_data → T ;
unpool : unpool_data → T ;
trade : trade_data → T ;
(* any other potential entrypoints *)
other : other_entrypoint → option T ;

}.

Listing 2. The typeclass characterizing the interface type.

We also require that these be exhaustive, simulating the
interface as an inductive type.

Definition msg_destruct contract :=
forall (m : Msg),
(exists p, m = pool p) ∨
(exists u, m = unpool u) ∨
(exists t, m = trade t) ∨
(exists o, Some m = other o).

Listing 3. The payload of any legitimate contract call is the image of one
of: pool, unpool, trade, or other.

3) Entrypoint Functions: Entrypoint functions are charac-
terized with functional specifications. There are twenty-four
properties of the full entrypoint specification, encoded as
propositions. Some of the key properties are:

1) pool_increases_tokens_held, which states that a
successful call to POOL increases the tokens pooled,

2) unpool_decreases_tokens_held, which states that
a successful call to UNPOOL decreases the tokens pooled,

3) trade_pricing_formula, which specifies the for-
mula used to price trades, and

4) trade_update_rates_formula, which specifies how
exchange rates update in response to trades.

Numbers 3 and 4 listed above are parameterized by functions
that calculate trades and update exchange rates, respectively
calc_delta_y and calc_rx’. This is all we need to fully
specify the AMM in question, but there are two ambiguities
in the formal specification which can only be clarified by the
metaspecification.

The first relates to how trades are priced, specified in the
pricing formula of trade_pricing_formula. As is typical
in prose specifications of AMMs that price trades along a
convex curve, or indeed for any financial contract involving
mathematical calculations, the structured pool specification
does arithmetic in rational or real numbers. However, any
implementation necessarily uses arithmetic with natural num-
bers which estimate rational or real numbers (typically at 6
or 9 decimal points of precision) [59]. We must decide, then,
whether to estimate from above, below, or some combination
of the two depending on the context. At the heart of the
question is how to estimate the calculations in such a way
that all the desired cryptoeconomic behaviors of the contract
are satisfied. This is thus a question for the metaspecification.

The second is the functional specification of the other

entrypoint, which is a placeholder in the specification for
any entrypoints other than the three explicitly specified. The
structured pool specification allows for other entrypoints, but
none that fundamentally change the functionality of the con-
tract. However, this is only an intuitive requirement, difficult
to formalize. From the specification it is not obvious what
functionality is and is not permitted of any other entrypoints.
We must restrict the other entrypoint so that any additional
entrypoints, whether they be to add a governance layer or
something more inocuous like an entrypoint for updating meta-
data, do not sabotage the contract’s correct cryptoeconomic
behavior. Again, we can answer this within the context of
the metaspecification, enabling us to give a precise functional
specification of the other entrypoint.

B. The Formal Metaspecification

The metaspecification consists of six cryptoeconomic prop-
erties derived from previous work which elucidate desirable
economic behavior of AMMs [3], [5], [10], [69]. The proper-
ties we have formalized here are those proved in the original,
informal AMM specification [57], and are designed to justify
the AMM specification to be cryptoeconomically correct.
Informally, these are:

1) Demand sensitivity: in a trade, the relative price of the
token traded in decreases, and that of the token being
traded out increases, simulating the principle of supply
and demand from classical economics.

2) Nonpathological prices: the price of an asset can never
reach zero or go negative.

3) Swap rate consistency: trading cost must be nonnegative,
so that it is impossible to make a sequence of calls to the
TRADE entrypoint and output more in assets than were
traded in initially.

4) Zero-impact liquidity change: pooling or unpooling to-
kens (depositing or withdrawing liquidity) must not
affect trade prices.

5) Arbitrage sensitivity: if the price of a token differs on
an external AMM from this one, a rational arbitrageur
will either equalize the prices by trading, or drain the
structured pool of that token.

6) Pooled consistency: the total value of the outstanding
pool tokens is equal to the value of the pool.

Together, these properties are designed to encapsulate the
intended cryptoeconomic behavior for this AMM [57]. In
particular, demand and arbitrage sensitivity target the desired
property that the AMM facilitate an efficient (i.e. price-
finding) market. Swap rate consistency ensures that there are
no arbitrage opportunities internal to the AMM itself. Pooled
consistency and nonpathological prices are the invariants of
the contract state, while the rest pertain to specific entrypoint
functions. To illustrate, see the formalized statements of prop-
erties 2 (nonpathological prices) and 6 (pooled consistency)
in listings 4 and 5, respectively. The correspondence between
Coq code and prose is illustrated in the comments.



Theorem nonpathological_prices bstate caddr :
(* Forall reachable states with

our contract at the address caddr, *)
reachable bstate →
env_contracts bstate caddr =
Some (contract : WeakContract) →
(* ... where contract state is cstate, *)
exists (cstate : State),
contract_state bstate caddr = Some cstate ∧
(* For a token t_x in T and rate r_x, *)
forall t_x r_x,
(* if r_x is the exchange rate of t_x,
then r_x > 0 *)

FMap.find t_x (stor_rates cstate) =
Some r_x → r_x > 0.

Listing 4. The formalization of Property 2, Nonpathological Prices.

Theorem pooled_consistency bstate caddr :
reachable bstate →
env_contracts bstate caddr =
Some (contract : WeakContract) →
exists (cstate : State),
contract_state bstate caddr = Some cstate ∧
(* The sum of all the constituent,

pooled tokens, multiplied by
their value in terms of pooled tokens,
always equals the total number of
outstanding pool tokens. *)

suml (tokens_to_values
(stor_rates cstate)
(stor_tokens_held cstate)) =

(stor_outstanding_tokens cstate).

Listing 5. The formalization of Property 6, Pooled Consistency.

To our knowledge, these types of economic properties
do not feature in any other contract specifications, informal
or formal, but as we have pointed out they are critical to
evaluating the correctness of the specification with respect to
our cryptoeconomic intent. That they are formally verified to
be true of the structured pool specification assures us that the
design itself is correct. Importantly, any contract satisfying
the functional specification of Section V-A also satisfies these
economic properties without requiring any further proofs.

Furthermore, the two ambiguities in the formal specification
of Section V-A can only be clarified in the context of the
specification’s cryptoeconomic properties. These are: verify-
ing the pricing formulae to be correct using natural-number
arithmetic, rather than rational or real numbers; and formally
specifying minimal requirements on any additional entrypoints
such that the economic properties of the metaspecification are
not violated. We expound on both.

1) Rational to natural-number arithmetic: The aspects of
the informal specification [57] which require the metaspecifi-
cation due to the fact that smart contracts use natural-number,
rather than rational, arithmetic are these: first, how trades are
priced, and second, how token exchange rates are updated
by trades. Both of these implicitly use properties of rational
numbers which are not true of natural numbers: that between

0 and any positive rational number r, there are infinitely many
rational numbers, and that every nonzero rational number has
an inverse. See in particular Section 3 and Figure 1 of the
structured pool specification [57], which specifies how trades
are to be calculated.

Because any implementation necessarily uses natural num-
bers for arithmetic, in the formal, functional specification
of the trade and exchange rate functions we must decide
which properties of rational arithmetic must be preserved
in our formalization into natural-number arithmetic. In the
structured pool’s formal specification, this resulted in seven
formal properties on the abstract functions calc_delta_y

and calc_rx’ which are, respectively, the functions that
price trades and update token exchange rates (see Listing 6).
These include theoretical bounds on trade slippage, exchange
rates, and that there be no theoretical upper bound on the
output of trades. The specification allows for any pricing and
rate-updating formulae which conform to those seven formal
properties.

(* ... *)
(* specification of calc_rx’, calc_delta_y *)
update_rate_stays_positive ∧
rate_decrease ∧
rates_balance ∧
rates_balance_2 ∧
trade_slippage ∧
trade_slippage_2 ∧
arbitrage_lt ∧
arbitrage_gt ∧
(* ... *)

Listing 6. An exerpt of the formal specification of a structured pool contract
consisting of the required properties of calc_rx’ and calc_delta_y.

Importantly, this shows that the solutions to issues such
as rounding errors in calculating trades and exchange rates
have solutions from within a cryptoeconomic context. This is
particularly relevant considering recent costly attacks due to
rounding error in smart contracts, e.g. DFX Finance [39] and
KyberSwap [22].

2) Specifying the other entrypoint: The metaspecification
also governs the behavior of any additional entrypoints, such as
one for a governance mechanism or something more inocuous
like for updating metadata. Two properties—nonpathological
prices and pooled consistency—are high-level invariants of
the contract, in contrast with the other properties of the
metaspecification which are entrypoint-specific. In particular,
they are the only invariants on contract state, so they dictate
the admissible behavior of any additional entrypoint: We
retain the desired cryptoeconomic behavior of our AMM so
long as no additional entrypoint does not push prices to a
nonpositive value, or make the total value of outstanding
pool tokens unequal to the value of the pool. For example, a
specification that requires that any additional entrypoints not
alter rates, token balances, or outstanding pool tokens satisfies
the metaspecification, though the metaspecification may allow
for more varied entrypoint behavior.

(* ... *)
(* specification of all other entrypoints *)



other_rates_unchanged C ∧
other_balances_unchanged C ∧
other_outstanding_unchanged C ∧
(* ... *)

Listing 7. An exerpt of the formal specification of a structured pool contract
consisting of the required properties of any additional, unspecified entrypoint.

VI. (IN)CORRECT CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS

From our example we can observe various benefits to
formalizing contract specifications and metaspecifications.

1) Formally specifying the high-level properties intended
by the specification gives the benefits of clarity and rigor
inherent to formalization, analogous to the benefits of
formalizing a specification on an implementation.

2) The metaspecification can inform, and evolve with, the
specification, just as the specification does with an
implementation.

3) Choices inevitably made when formalizing a specifica-
tion can be proved correct with reference to a metaspec-
ification.

4) Once formalized, the metaspecification adds to the se-
curity guarantees of the formal specification without in-
creasing the burden of formally verifying any particular
implementation, since an implementation proved correct
with regards to the specification inherits the properties of
the metaspecification without requiring additional proof.

In particular, the metaspecification achieves our goal to
develop rigorous tools for reasoning about the correctness of
smart contract specifications in an ITP-based formal setting: It
forces us to formalize the contract specification as a standalone
mathematical object, and then to clearly and formally articulate
the intended properties of the specification and contract design.

This example also gives us an initial evaluation metric
on the efficacy of a metaspecification to prevent attacks on
poor cryptoeconomic design. As we mentioned before, any
smart contract facilitating trades must inevitably round when
pricing trades. Correct rounding is actually a hard problem
and has lead to many vulnerabilities in smart contract design.
The industry rule of thumb is to round in favor of the smart
contract, but even that breaks sometimes and can be a source of
catastrophic loss. In our example, the metaspecification fully
clarified which way to round when implementing the pricing
function. Indeed, the answer to this engineering question is
inevitably rooted in the desired cryptoeconomic behavior.

Even so, any genuine evaluation on the efficacy of a
metaspecification to prevent attacks on poor cryptoeconomic
design will depend on the sophistication with which we are
able to state and verify cryptoeconomic properties, which leads
us to current limitations and future work.

VII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The example given here is preliminary and illustrative. In or-
der to more fully realize these benefits we should lay stronger
foundations from which to derive desirable cryptoeconomic
properties of smart contracts. We might also consider similar
work in other formal settings.

A. Formal Theories of DeFi and AMMs

We mentioned before that substantial work has already
been done to develop theories of DeFi and AMMs. The
metaspecification of this paper was informed by the work of
Angeris et al. [3], [5], Bartoletti et al. [10], and Xu et al.
[69] to characterize the desirable cryptoeconomic properties
of AMMs which price trades along a convex curve. However,
rather than rigorously deriving them from within a theory if
DeFi and AMMs embedded into ConCert, we formalized the
statements of the metaspecification ourselves. The process of
metaspecification could be made more rigorous if we had a
formalized theory of DeFi and AMMs from which to derive
our desired cryptoeconomic properties.

The cited studies are not the only attempts to systematically
study the cryptoeconomic behavior of blockchains and smart
contracts. There is a growing literature on cryptoeconomics
more generally, e.g. [42], [43], [64]. We are hopeful that the
growing literature will provide strong, theoretical foundations
of cryptoeconomics which can be applied to specification
design and verification.

To aid in the rigorous formation of contract metaspecifica-
tions, we hope to start from first principles and develop a Coq-
native cryptoeconomic theory in ConCert, which fomralizes
token and AMM primitives as abstract specifications [10], and
operations for owning, transferring, and trading resources [15].
This is doable in ConCert because it models the semantics of a
blockchain embedded in Coq, and so arbitrary theories can be
constructed, including those that reason about the cryptoeco-
nomic incentives relating to the blockchain itself. From such a
theory we could make a formal study of cryptoeconomics, and
provide strong foundations for contract metaspecifications.

B. Extensions to other Formal Settings

Most ITP-based smart contract verification tools only pro-
vide an embedding of the smart contract language [31], [48],
[61]. There would be no issue in stating the meta properties
that we gave in Section V in these settings, since we did
not meaningfully draw on the semantics of the blockchain to
derive the statements. However, since we know that the incen-
tives of block producers have an effect on the cryptoeconomic
security of blockchains [23], any verification pipeline which
does not model the semantics of an executing blockchain has
inevitable limitations with regards to the cryptoeconomic meta
properties of a smart contract that it is able to state and verify.
Future work might also include making a formal study of the
limits of these language embeddings with regards to contract
meta properties.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Poorly specified smart contracts are vulnerable to attacks
on faulty design for which formal methods typically have
no answer. We are in need of a paradigm shift in how we
specify and verify contracts so that we can rigorously consider
a contract specification’s correctness.

We propose a framework for formal specification in inter-
active theorem provers consisting of contract axiomatization



and metaspecification. This framework treats contracts as well-
defined mathematical objects, and contract specifications as
the axiomatization of a mathematical theory. Our aim was
to increase the expressiveness and rigor of ITP-based formal
methods, enabling the expression and verification of meta
properties.

We illustrated with an example, formal specification of
an AMM. Not only were we able to describe high-level,
cryptoeconomic properties that target market efficiency and
arbitrage, but we showed that a metaspecification can shed
light on choices made in the formalization of the specification
and justify their correctness.

We hope that this work leads to a more rigorous and
formal understanding of the cryptoeconomic properties of
smart contracts, which in turn can help us mitigate the near-
ubiquitous cryptoeconomic vulnerabilities in contract design.
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